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In Re : Legal Note on “$USELESS” Token characteristics as required for application as “Assessment Requirements” for
Digital Payment Tokens (Utility Token)  for various listing needs across the world.

This legal Note ( the “Note”) is prepared on request by Team behind “$USELESS Token (the “$USELESS Token”) as part
of the requirements for pre listing and continued listing; for its platform - Useless Crypto’s (potential) application under
Digital Payment Tokens for various listing needs.

Heads Description

1 Purpose Details the purpose and requirements of Law resulting in need for the
issuance of legal Note.

2 $USELESS Token Technicals Provides references to technical literature of the $USELESS Token

3 Requirements of DPT Digital payment Token (the “DPT”) Eligibility and Need (generic in nature)

4 Conclusions Conclusion on �nality of the status of $USELESS Tokens in light of DPT
legal environment.

This legal Note is limited in scope and usage and is restricted only for the speci�c Purpose as stated herein. The users of this
Note are expected to exercise their own discretion and judgement in interpretation of the Legal Note.

The Issuer of this legal Note is in no way responsible for any actions that are taken by the users or others of this legal Note
and which results in loss or any damage whatsoever. User discretion advised.

Thanks,

Sd/-
Founder, Team Blockchain Lawyer.
(www.blockchainlawyer.pro)
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1. PURPOSE.

Various pre listing compliance checklists require an opinion on the nature of the Token, generally based on a
Howey Test.

The Howey Test refers to the U.S. Supreme Court case for determining whether a transaction quali�es as an
"investment contract," and therefore would be considered a security and subject to disclosure and registration
requirements under the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

While the $USELESS Tokens are not expected to be listed in US or under US law yet the analysis of Howey Test is
a crucial parameter to judge the nature of the Token at a global level.

Under the Howey Test, an investment contract exists if there is an "investment of money in a common enterprise
with a reasonable expectation of profits to be derived from the efforts of others."

The test applies to any contract, scheme, or transaction. The Howey Test is important for situating blockchain
and digital currency projects with investors and project backers. Certain cryptocurrencies and initial coin o�erings
(ICOs)  or IDOs may be found to meet the de�nition of an "investment contract" under the test.

Historical Setting of  the Howey Test
The Howey Test refers to SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., which reached the Supreme Court in 1946. Howey Company
sold tracts of citrus groves to buyers in Florida, who would then lease back the land to Howey. Company sta�
would tend to the groves and sell the fruit on behalf of the owners. Both parties shared in the revenue. Most
buyers had no experience in agriculture and were not required to tend to the land themselves.

Howey had failed to register the transactions and the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
intervened. The court's �nal ruling determined the leaseback arrangements quali�ed as investment contracts.

In doing so, the Supreme Court established four criteria to determine whether an investment contract exists. An
investment contract is:

● An investment of money
● In a common enterprise
● With the expectation of pro�t
● To be derived from the e�orts of others

In the case of Howey, the buyers of the Florida citrus groves saw the transactions as valuable primarily because the
labor and expertise were provided by others. Buyers only needed to invest capital to access an income stream. This
classi�ed the transaction as an investment contract under what is now known as the Howey Test, and therefore it
needed to be registered with the SEC.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
● The Howey Test determines what quali�es as an "investment contract" and would therefore be subject

to U.S. securities laws.
● An investment contract exists if there is an "investment of money in a common enterprise with a

reasonable expectation of pro�ts to be derived from the e�orts of others."
● The Howey Test is important for situating blockchain and digital currency projects with investors and

project backers.
● Certain cryptocurrencies and initial coin o�erings (ICOs) or IDOs may be found to meet the de�nition

of an "investment contract" under the Howey Test.

Howey Test and Cryptocurrencies

Digital currencies such as bitcoin are notoriously di�cult to categorize. They are decentralized and, as
such, elude regulation in many ways.

According to the SEC, the "investment of money" test is easily satis�ed with the sale of digital assets
because �at money or other digitals assets are being exchanged. Likewise, the "common enterprise" test is
also easily met.

In most cases, whether a digital asset quali�es as an investment contract largely turns on whether there is
an "expectation of profit to be derived from the efforts of others."

For example, the purchasers of a digital asset may be relying on the e�orts of others if they depend on the
project's backers to develop and maintain the digital network (especially in the early stages), rather than
these tasks being performed by a dispersed community of una�liated users. The test is also met if the
project's backers take steps to support the price of the digital asset, such as by creating scarcity through
token burning. Another way the "e�orts of others" test is met is if the project's backers continue to act in
a managerial role.1

These are but a handful of examples outlined by the SEC. If the success of a project depends on the
ongoing participation of its backers, the purchaser of the associated digital asset is likely relying on the
"efforts of others."

Furthermore from a Singapore Law perspective : (for context of  understanding global law)
The Monetary Authority of Singapore (the “MSA”) has published forms and guidelines for the Payment
Services Act (the “PS Act”), including the main license application form (“Form 1”) for the purpose of
applying for a license (the “Licence”)) under or complying with the PS Act.

The said form - Form 1 is an online form and publicly hosted specimen is available at :
https://www.mas.gov.sg/-/media/MAS/Sectors/Forms-and-Templates/Form-1---Application-for-a-Pay
ment-Service-Provider-Licence.pdf.

https://www.mas.gov.sg/-/media/MAS/Sectors/Forms-and-Templates/Form-1---Application-for-a-Payment-Service-Provider-Licence.pdf
https://www.mas.gov.sg/-/media/MAS/Sectors/Forms-and-Templates/Form-1---Application-for-a-Payment-Service-Provider-Licence.pdf
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We have been made to understand that Team UselessCrypto which owns and operates
www.Uselesscrypto.com may be applying for similar applications globally and thereby arises a need for
determining the nature of the aforesaid token - $USELESS, whether it is a utility or a security.

Resultantly, this Legal Note analyses $USELESS in light of the above states Purpose Statement to check
and con�rm whether $USELESS Token is Digital Payment Token with features as Utility or Security.

Approach of  Study
It is then pertinent to note the de�nitions and scope of Digital Payment Tokens and Capital Market
Product in light of the above analysis and then compare the features of Hydro Token to determine the
status of them.

Digital Payment Tokens under the Payment Services Act of Singapore (only taken as reference point, the
Token may be registered in other jurisdictions as well, whereby this Legal Note may or may not apply)

As per the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS) :

“A digital payment token refers to any cryptographically-secured digital representation of value that is used
or intended to be used as a medium of exchange”.

Characteristics of  a Digital Payment Token
To qualify as a digital payment token, the token must have all of the following characteristics:

● it is expressed as a unit;
● it is designed to be fungible;
● it is not denominated in any currency, and is not pegged by its issuer to any currency;
● it can be transferred, stored or traded electronically;
● it is, or is intended to be, a medium of exchange accepted by the public, or a section of the

public, without any substantial restrictions on its use as consideration;

but does not include:

● money;
● anything which, if supplied, would be an exempt supply of �nancial services;
● anything which gives an entitlement to receive or to direct the supply of goods or services from

a speci�c person or persons and ceases to function as a medium of exchange after the
entitlement has been used.

Examples of digital payment tokens are Bitcoins, Ether, Litecoin, Dash, Monero, Ripple and Zcash.
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Capital Market Product under Securities and Futures Act

The Securities and Futures Act, de�nes a Capital Market Product as

“any securities, units in a collective investment scheme, derivatives contracts, spot foreign exchange contracts
for the purposes of leveraged foreign exchange trading, and such other products as the Authority may
prescribe as Capital Markets Products”

On 8 June 2018, the MAS gazetted the Securities and Futures (Capital Markets Products) Regulations
2018 (“Regulations”).

The Regulations introduces the de�nition of “Prescribed Capital Market Products” under section
309B(10) of SGA, and set out the classes of Prescribed Capital Market Products as follows:

● stocks or shares issued or proposed to be issued by a corporation or body unincorporated;
● units of shares that represent a unit holder’s ownership in underlying shares;
● rights, options or derivatives issued or proposed to be issued by a corporation or body

;unincorporated in respect of its own stocks or shares;
● units, derivatives of units , in a business trust;
● units in a collective investment scheme that satis�es all MAS conditions;
● certain Debentures;
● contracts or arrangements under which one party agrees to exchange currency, immediately, at

an agreed rate of exchange with another party;

Capital Market Products consisting of two or more Capital Market Products (as mentioned above) that
are linked together in a stapled manner such that any one of the linked Capital Market Products is not
transferable and cannot be otherwise dealt with independent of the remaining linked Capital Market
Products.

In the subsequent sections of this Legal Note, the $USELESS Token shall be analysed from the view of
de�nitions of Digital Payment Token (DPT) as well as Capital Market Product (CMP) to
determine its eligibility as a DPT or CMP.

Furthermore, attention is invited to the Guidelines on Licensing for Payment Service Providers (the
“Guidelines”)) issued by MAS which states details of Activity F : Digital payment token service which
provides as follows :

“The applicant must conduct a holistic risk assessment of all the digital tokens and digital token services (e.g.
exchange platform, custody) that they intend to support or provide. It should provide a full list of digital
tokens supported (including tokens that are not DPTs), indicate its assessment of the nature of the token
under MAS’ regulatory framework (e.g. if it is a security token or a payment token), and provide a
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supporting legal opinion of the assessment for all tokens, except Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Bitcoin Gold, Bitcoin
SV, Ethereum, Ethereum Classic, Litecoin and Ripple”.

UselessCrypto ($USELESS), as part of the application process, if any, is expected to adhere to such
Guidelines as well and hence the need to obtain legal opinion for risk assessment of all digital tokens,
including $USELESS Token.

2. $USELESS Token Technicals and Details about project fathering the Token

Useless Crypto, LLC is a registered legal entity in the USA. The company aims to create an ecosystem whereby everything is
designed to burn the token's circulating supply as fast as possible for the bene�t of its community and investors.

$USELESS Token claims to be the world's �rst Pump-N-Burn Token Mechanism, the �rst hyper-hyper-de�ationary token.

Useless Token ($USELESS) is a new community-driven DeFi token on the Binance Smart Chain that is an automatic
liquidity providing protocol that pays out static rewards to holders.

So what do you do with a useless token? You burn it, of course! The magic and power behind this token is a novel concept that
we lovingly refer to as "Pump-N-Burn" — we have devised an App/dApp ecosystem with the explicit purpose of generating
revenue, buying back the token, and burning it straight to hell. This makes us the first hyper-hyper-deflationary token.
Buybacks and burn — but on steroids!

On the mobile application side, we are implementing a few lessons learned from Robinhood, which made trading retail
stocks stupid simple. We want to break down the barrier to entry in the complex and confusing world of cryptocurrency. To
get this started, we are developing a clean, easy-to-use crypto chart and portfolio-management app for a birds-eye-view of your
favorite crypto-assets. So easy that even your great-grandmother can use it to trade crypto like a pro.

- Useless Token Team

Useless Crypto, LLC thereby, uses the pro�ts from its products to buy back Useless tokens and burn them. The growth of
user investment in Useless Token is then directly related to the growth of Useless Crypto, LLC.

Pump-N-Burn Mechanism
The Pump-N-Burn mechanism is a purpose-designed system, which revolutionizes the crypto space by directly linking the
governing company, Useless Crypto LLC, with the project's token.

This process continually increases the token's price �oor and reduces the circulating supply, in relation to the success and
pro�t generated by the governing company's products.

Pro�ts from all Useless Crypto, LLC products will then be used to purchase Useless tokens (PUMP), these tokens will then
be taken out of circulation forever by sending them to the burn wallet (BURN).
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Token “Buyback” systems are gaining popularity within the DeFI space, whereby other projects typically use their liquidity
to “Buyback” tokens.

This creates volatility in their price. However, as the Useless Pump-N-Burn system is externally funded through company
pro�ts, the negative e�ects of standard “Buyback” systems are negated.

At Useless, we devised a revolutionary mechanism called Pump-N-Burn, which forms one half of this token's Hyper-Hyper
Deflationary nature and directly links the success of Useless Crypto, LLC to the value of Useless Token.

- Useless Token Team

The other half of Useless Token Hyper-Hyper De�ation comes from tokenomics, a system that has become a standard
within the DeFi space.

● Every transaction on the blockchain, regardless of whether it’s buying, selling or the transfer of Useless tokens, will
incur an 8% tokenomics fee.

● 4% of the fee gets redistributed between the holders of Useless, which includes the Burn Wallet.
● This process rewards community members for holding their tokens for longer periods of time as their token

amount automatically increases while simultaneously, the circulating supply of the token decreases through the
Burn Wallet receiving its share of re�ections.

● 4% of the fee goes towards liquidity.
● This provides liquidity to facilitate smooth transactions of Useless tokens. Whilst also acting as a price �oor.
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The token’s contract o�ers built-in tokenomics, which decreases circulating supply, distributes re�ections to holders and
provides liquidity for the token.

Monetization Plan :

a. Plans to monetize through listings, advertising, and partnerships.

b. All revenue from these endeavors will be looped directly back into the token.

c. Apps will always be free-to-use, though premium-tier features for serious traders may be introduced.

Operating Agreement
The Operating Agreement of Useless Crypto, LLC dictates that only key managing directors of the organization can
be keyholders to the corporation-owned multi-signature wallet.

This wallet holds liquid cryptocurrency assets belonging to the corporation, and is also the permanent owner of the Useless
Token smart contract. It is also the primary donation address.

A majority of signatures are required to facilitate any transaction from this wallet, which includes asset transfers, contract
interaction, and changes to the wallet's con�guration.

This openly auditable process ensures strict legal compliance and internal governance. All corporation multi-signature
keyholders are required to publicly disclose their identity for transparency and accountability.

Additionally, Useless Token Team, have created a community-owned multi-signature wallet that is designed to empower
community leadership to securely spend Useless Tokens towards marketing or promotional-related purposes.

Governance and Transparency actions :
● The token’s launch was streamed live to the public, with contract explanation.

● Initial LP is locked for 4 years. - The token’s contract is locked behind a multi-signature wallet.

● Community tokens are locked behind a multi-signature wallet.

● The #1 whale has locked more than half of their tokens over a one year period.

Our goal is to create an ecosystem of products that benefit the Useless community and by investing and burning our profits
into the token, directly sharing this success with our community and investors.

- Useless Token Team
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Extracts from the Audit Report :

Useless Token's contract is deployed at 0x2cd2664Ce5639e46c6a3125257361e01d0213657 on the Binance Smartchain
mainnet.

Audit Notes on the Contract:

● The total supply of the token is initially set to one quadrillion $USELESS [1,000,000,000,000,000].
● There are not any mint or burn functions present; though the circulating supply can be reduced by transferring

tokens to the burn address, if desired.If the owner does not exclude the burn address after deploying, it will
participate in the reward distribution (as a regular holder) and increase proportionally to the rewards it receives.
This is often used as a de�ationary mechanism.

● At the time of writing this report, 26.82% of the total $USELESS supply has been burned.
● 4.00% of the total supply is held in an unveri�ed contract.
● 3.65% of the total supply is held in the team's GnosisSafe Multisignature contract.
● The top holder is in possession of 4.86% of the total token supply.
● 1.26% of the total supply is held in PancakeSwap V2 liquidity.
● Of that liquidity, 23.14% was initially locked in a DxSale Token Locker and will vest to the team on June 10th,

2025.
● 14.29% was subsequently locked in a DxSale Token Locker and will vest to the team on June 29th, 2022.
● An additional 26.12% was subsequently locked in a DxSale Token Locker and will vest to the team on July

13th, 2022.
●

The contract features the mechanisms of a "Blacklist" which allows the owner to prevent speci�ed addresses
from being able to participate in token transfers.

● There is a 'tax fee' and 'liquidity fee' on all transactions for any "non-excluded" address that participates in a
transfer. The owner has the ability to modify these fees to any percentage at any time.

● Users who hold tokens will automatically bene�t from the frictionless fee redistribution at the time of each
transaction as the tokens collected through the "tax fee" are removed from the circulating supply.

● The liquidity fee charged on transactions is stored in the contract and, once a threshold value is met, used to
fund Pancakeswap liquidity. This functionality can be enabled/disabled by the owner.

● Liquidity-adds are funded by selling a portion of the tokens collected as fees (after the threshhold as determined
by the owner is met), then pairing the received BNB with the token, and adding it as liquidity to the BNB pair.

● The recipient of the newly created LP tokens is the Owner of the contract.
● The contract includes 'SafeTransfer' and 'SafeTransferETH' functions to allow the owner to be able to transfer

$USELESS tokens or BNB at any time.
● The owner has the ability to withdraw any $USELESS tokens and BNB that are stored in the contract address

at any time.
● The owner of the contract can exclude and include accounts from transfer fees and reward distribution.
● The owner has the ability to set and update a maximum transaction amount at any time, which will impose a

limit to the number of tokens that can be transferred during any given transaction. The default maximum is set
to 100% of the total token supply.

● This maximum transaction amount does not apply to the owner during transactions where the owner is either
the sender or the recipient.

● The owner has the ability to use the "lock" function in order to temporarily set ownership to address(0).
Ownership is restored after the duration of time determined by the owner has passed and they use the 'unlock'
function. Ownership can additionally be restored (even if ownership was previously renounced), by using the

https://bscscan.com/address/0x2cd2664Ce5639e46c6a3125257361e01d0213657#code
https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?id=0&add=0x091dD81C8B9347b30f1A4d5a88F92d6F2A42b059&type=lplock&chain=BSC
https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?id=1&add=0x091dD81C8B9347b30f1A4d5a88F92d6F2A42b059&type=lplock&chain=BSC
https://dxsale.app/app/v2_9/dxlockview?id=1&add=0x091dD81C8B9347b30f1A4d5a88F92d6F2A42b059&type=lplock&chain=BSC
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unlock function a second time.
● Ownership has not been renounced, and the team noted that they will retain ownership for various reasons

within the $USELESS Token ecosystem.
● The contract utilizes SafeMath libraries along with following the ERC20 standard.

Audit Findings Summary

● No external threats were identi�ed.
● We recommend that the team renounces ownership.
● Please ensure trust in the team prior to investing as they have substantial control within the ecosystem.
● Date: July 18th, 2021

3. Expected Requirements of  Digital Asset Listing platforms and their governance needs .

Based on the above technical explanations about the $USELESS Project, it is then pertinent to analyse the features
of $USELESS Token with the characteristics of DPT or CMP (again, from a global viewpoint)

Characteristics of  DPT Features of  $USELESS Token

1 it is expressed as a unit; Yes $USELESS Tokens can be expressed as a Unit

2 it is designed to be fungible; Yes each token has been coded to be identical to the others
with identical use.

3 it is not denominated in any currency,
and is not pegged by its issuer to any
currency;

As stated above, the value of $USELESS Token is not
pegged to any currency. It is not a stable coin and its value
is derived from a user case as stated above.

4 it can be transferred, stored or traded
electronically;

Yes, $USELESS Token are written in blockchain as stated
above.
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5 it is, or is intended to be, a medium of
exchange accepted by the public, or a
section of the public, without any
substantial restrictions on its use as
consideration;

$USELESS Token can be accepted as a medium of
exchange but only for its users and not as a money use
case.

6 Does not include money $USELESS token doesn't intent to be general medium of
exchange

7 Does not include anything which, if
supplied, would be an exempt supply of
�nancial services;

$USELESS Token is not a �nancial service.

8 Does not anything which gives an
entitlement to receive or to direct the
supply of goods or services from a
speci�c person or persons and ceases to
function as a medium of exchange after
the entitlement has been used.

The tokenomics con�rm this that $USELESS Token does
not allow an entitlement to receive or to direct the supply
of goods or services from a speci�c person or persons and
ceases to function as a medium of exchange after the
entitlement has been used.

Furthermore, from the point of view of CMP, it is reiterated that the Securities and Futures Act, de�nes a Capital
Market Product as :

“any securities, units in a collective investment scheme, derivatives contracts, spot foreign exchange contracts for the
purposes of leveraged foreign exchange trading, and such other products as the Authority may prescribe as Capital
Markets Products”

On 8 June 2018, the MAS gazetted the Securities and Futures (Capital Markets Products) Regulations 2018
(“Regulations”).

From the above explanation about the use cases of $USELESS Token it is clear that $USELESS Token
doesn't intend to act like a Security and o�er ownership rights to the users. Its use cases are limited
to it being a utility o�ering, it is then neither a collective investment scheme or derivative contract
nor does it o�er spot foreign exchange contracts whatsoever.

Thereby the $USELESS Token is outside the purview of being a Capital market Product owing to the features it
o�ers and the protocol that it follows as per its tokenomics.
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4.  Conclusion

UselessCrypto project, is a registered entity in the USA, hence in addition to the above highlighted local law, there may be a
need to analyse global law as well since listing of $USELESS token may be worldwide.

References to some other global laws as noteworthy examples :

Popular Crypto destination : Caribbean Islands - Saint Vincent and Grenadines as an example :
The government of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines has not passed any legislation that speci�cally deals with
cryptocurrency. However, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines are participating in the ECCB pilot program. The program’s
purpose is to implement cryptocurrency as a �at currency. There are seven other members of the Eastern Caribbean
Currency Union (ECCU) beside Saint Vincent and the Grenadines: Anguilla; Antigua and Barbuda; the Commonwealth
of Dominica; Grenada; Montserrat; Saint Kitts and Nevis; and Saint Lucia. The ECCU is subject to the Eastern Caribbean
Central Bank (ECCB)’s authority. The ECCB’s o�cial currency is the Eastern Caribbean Dollar. If the program is
successful, then residents in any of the above-mentioned countries will be authorized to pay for goods and services with
either physical Eastern Caribbean dollars or digital Eastern Caribbean dollars.

The ECCB initiated a pilot program to test the utilization of digital currency as a governmental legal tender. In 2018, the
ECCB initiated the program by signing a contract with a �n-tech company named Bitt Inc. (“Bitt”). Bitt and the ECCB
entered a legal relationship to create a digital version of the EC dollar (DXCD). The DXCD is distributed by licensed
�nancial institutions and non-bank institutions within the ECCU. The DXCD facilitates peer-to-peer transactions as well
as �nancial transactions between consumers and merchants. The ECCB launched in March 2019 and consisted of two
phases: the development and testing phase and the rollout and implementation phase in the pilot countries. In the second
phase, the ECCB will ramp up its sensitization and education initiatives to facilitate public engagement throughout its
member countries.

In general, considering most of the world's about crypto currencies laws, we believe that a token with one or more of the
following features may constitute a security token:

a. Ownership interest in a legal person, including a general partnership;
b. Equity interests; bonds; �nancial instruments
c. Share of pro�ts and / or losses, or assets and / or liabilities;
d. Status as a creditor or lender;
e. Application for bankruptcy as a holder of interest on the capital or creditor;
f. Holder of an obligation to repay the system or the legal entity issuing the token;
g. A feature that allows the holder to convert a non-security token into a token or instrument with one

or more investment interests
h. Voting rights in the company and / or on governance
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Instead, we believe that a token with the following rights is generally not considered a security token and is instead
characterized as a utility token:

a. Rights to program, develop or create functionality for the system or to "extract" elements embedded in
the system;

b. System access or license rights;
c. The rights to charge a toll for such access or license;
d. The rights to contribute to the work or e�ort for the system;
e. The rights to use the system (ie computer system, network, platform
f. Application, software or protocol) and its outputs;
g. The right to purchase a goods or service;
h. The rights to sell the products of the system;
i. Voting rights on additions or cancellations from the system in terms of features and functionality.

We have studied the laws and court cases (if any) in most countries, including Germany, UK, Italy, Malta, Gibraltar, San
Marino etc. Many jurisdictions share a very similar view of how to de�ne a security.

A security is generally being de�ned as a collection of rights relating to a company. There are a range of types of securities,
but they mainly divide into equity securities (shares) or debt securities (bonds, ETNs, ETFs). In the case of the $USELESS
token, we can clearly see that it holds no “share” right in the Company such as voting, pro�ts, liquidation rights.
Furthermore, we see that there is no “debt creditor” right against the company to claim a redemption of a token’s worth.
Therefore, as far as we are aware of, o�ering the $USELESS token to the rest of the jurisdictions will not be deemed as local
infringement of securities laws.

Classi�cation of  $USELESS Token

Broadly, tokens can be divided into two categories;

1. Security tokens: Tokens that grant their owner a reasonable expectation for profit or governance rights

2. Utility Tokens: Tokens that do not promise any pro�ts or monetary claims. They usually grant access to a
platform/system or a product/service. They are seen mainly as gateway tokens. Utility tokens give the users a right
of voting in the system as well

As stated, the $USELESS token is a utility token, used for trading assets on the UselessCrypto system. UselessCrypto itself
is a decentralized platform facilitator :

1. The token uses the Pancake swap  or its own dApp or similar standard which is popularly used for utility tokens.

2. It allows users to take advantage of their network by voting in it. They plan on using proof of reputation,
so a new user will see the remarks of the previous owner. It’s also used as a means of reward and slash and they
have stated that they (UselessCrypto) will themselves not slash or reward. The participants who are interacting
with each other will.
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3. The token helps in building an internal economy

4. The token does not actually give the token holder a share of the company, merely allows users to use their
network. UselessCrypto token is simply a channel or a gateway to something and provides users with a service.

FINAL CONCLUSION

The product protocol business model presents itself as a traditional online business. The $USELESS token has its own
utility regardless of the company's resources. These digital tools do not correspond to the assets of the Company. The
$USELESS token is a tool for accessing the online services of the platform. The $USELESS token is a functional tool for
Platform. To clarify, the Global laws establish that if a token or other similar instrument has the characteristics of a security
(for example the token includes usage rights, corporate voting rights, etc.), the issue and exchange of this token falls within
the safety regulation. Since the main functionality of the $USELESS token is to provide a service for users of the platform
and considering that $USELESS token owners do not acquire ownership or equity of the company or anything else,
considering what has been observed in the previous points, we are therefore of the opinion that the $USELESS token can
be quali�ed as a token utility.

Based on the above analysis, and on the test of the Utility vs Security observations, it is clear that $USELESS
Project fails the test of being a Capital Market Product however it has eligible features of being a Digital
Payment Token.

Speci�cally for the purpose of UselessCrypto (IF) application is made to MAS under Form 1, and the mandatory
requirements of �eld 7.21 of that Form it may be stated that $USELESS Token, within the limitations of information and
the technical and legal analysis conducted, is recommended to be stated as DPT and not as a CMP.

It may thereby be stated that it can be construed to be a DPT ( Digital Payment Token, hence Utility Token).



Opinion on Useless Crypto Tokens ($USELESS)

DISCLAIMERS

The opinions expressed above are subject to the following quali�cations:

a. Investment into cryptocurrencies are subject to general market and investment risks. As cryptocurrencies are slowly being regulated, our inputs
provided above are only correct as of the date they were �rst given.

b. Our opinion is based on the facts as provided to us in your emails, verbal communications, messages, website etc.

c. Our opinion is strictly limited to the matters stated herein, and is not to be read as extending by implication to any other matter or document;

d. Our opinion is con�ned to and given on the basis of the laws so stated generally or SVG more speci�cally. Given the international nature of
cryptocurrencies, our Opinion as to whether the token is a security or utility is only given on the basis of the laws of SVG or similar laws.

e. Our opinion as contained in this letter is given solely for the bene�t of the Client, and shall not be relied on by any other person, corporation,
entity or otherwise;

f. Our opinion as contained in this letter shall not be disclosed to any person, corporation, entity or otherwise, other than those who are directly
and intimately involved in this transaction or who would ordinarily be entitled by law to examine such information; and

g. For purposes of this legal opinion, we have not conducted any due diligence or similar investigations as to factual circumstances. This opinion
is limited to an analysis of the circumstances as set forth herein and does not address matters of fact.

h. Our opinion may change upon us having sight of any further documentary information which may be made available to us, and until we have
had sight of such any and all such documentary information, our advice therefore remains academic and merely informative.

(END)


